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QUESTION 1

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

The "NTP" value in a resource record indicates a length of time that other DNS servers use to determine how long to
cache information for a record before expiring and discarding it. 

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed\\'\\' if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. TTL 

B. GPS 

C. SOA RR 

D. No change is needed 

Correct Answer: A 

Time to live (TTL) is what dictates how long it will be until your computer refreshes its DNS related information. 

 

QUESTION 2

The ping tool is used to: (Choose two.) 

A. Determine the network portion of a host address. 

B. Self-test a host\\'s own network interface. 

C. Determine whether a host is reachable. 

D. Manage a host\\'s session when UDP is used. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Ping is a computer network administration software utility used to test the reachability of a host on an Internet Protocol
(IP) network and to measure the round-trip time for messages sent from the originating host to a destination computer.
To have your PC ping itself, type ping 127.0.0.1. 

 

QUESTION 3

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

The process of replicating a zone file to multiple DNS servers is called "zone replication". 

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select \\'No change is needed" if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. Zone transfer 
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B. Zone synchronization 

C. Start of authority 

D. No change is needed 

Correct Answer: A 

DNS zone transfer, also sometimes known by the inducing DNS query type AXFR, is a type of DNS transaction. It is
one of the many mechanisms available for administrators to replicate DNS databases across a set of DNS servers 

 

QUESTION 4

If a router cannot determine the next hop for a packet, the router will: 

A. Forward the packet to the default route. 

B. Send the packet back to the packet\\'s source. 

C. Broadcast the packet. 

D. Store the packet in the memory buffer. 

Correct Answer: A 

If there is no next hop, the packets are not policy routed. 

A default route of a computer that is participating in computer networking is the packet forwarding rule (route) taking
effect when no other route can be determined for a given Internet Protocol (IP) destination address. 

 

QUESTION 5

In which physical network topology is each computer connected to a central point? 

A. Star 

B. Mesh 

C. Ring 

D. Bus 

Correct Answer: A 

In local area networks with a star topology, each network host is connected to a central hub with a point-to-point
connection. 
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